CLUB COMPETITIONS - RULES (2018)
•

The Competition Referees for club competition deadlines will be:
- Pam Stuttard (Ladies)
- Derek Jameson (Men)

•

There will be no extensions beyond the final date set for each round, except for serious
illness or injury, or unplayable conditions due to weather. Outside competitions or holidays
will not count as exceptional circumstances.

•

If players apply for an extension, they must contact Pam Stuttard or Derek Jameson as
soon as possible but will not automatically be given an extension.

•

If an extension is granted for exceptional circumstances, the maximum extension granted
will be 7 days from the finishing date of the round (as published on the competitions board).
Players who cannot meet an extended deadline, or who cause the delay, will be
disqualified.

•

The Challenger will be responsible for arranging each match (the player on top). They
must contact their opponent within 5 days of the end of the previous round (as published
on the competitions board) to arrange the next match.

•

If a player knows they will not be contactable during that 5-day period, then they must let
their potential opponent(s) know or contact Pam Stuttard (Ladies), Derek Jameson (Men),
before a problem arises.

•

The “Challenger” (first named) is responsible for arranging a suitable marker for singles
matches, but it is expected that the losing player(s) should be prepared to mark for the
winner in the next round.

•

Play-by dates have been set on previous entry numbers. Should there be more entrants
there may be a necessity for an additional round which in turn would adjust the set play-by
dates. Additionally, should there be fewer entrants, then longer play-by dates will be given.

•

The Men’s Handicap Singles competition will this year be run with the person receiving any
shot difference from the handicap, getting this as a starting score towards 21, and the other
player will need 21 shots to win.
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